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Abstract

In this paper, I use confidential UK corporate tax returns data to explore whether there
are systematic differences in the amount of taxable profits that multinational and domestic
companies report. I find that the ratio of taxable profits to total assets reported by foreign
multinational subsidiaries is half that of comparable domestic standalones. The majority of
the difference is attributable to the fact that a higher proportion of foreign multinational
subsidiaries report zero taxable profits. I document how the estimated difference is related
to profit shifting and show that using accounting data leads to much smaller estimates of
the difference.
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Introduction

Aggressive tax avoidance and profit shifting by corporations has become more prominent in
policy debates since the financial crisis. Governments see combatting tax avoidance as one
of the crucial means of recovering from the fiscal consequences of the crisis. For example,
in 2015 the OECD countries have agreed to jointly reduce the extent of profit shifting via
the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project.1 The media has also shown increased
appetite for ‘naming and shaming’ many familiar multinational companies, such as Starbucks
and Amazon, for paying too little tax.
To date, the debate has lacked a rigorous measure of how much the actual extent of
profit shifting of multinational companies is. I use a unique administrative dataset of the
universe of confidential corporate tax returns to consider the taxable profits that companies
reported to the UK tax authorities (Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs - HMRC) during
the period 2000 to 2014.2 In particular, I focus on whether there are systematic differences
in the ratio of taxable profits to total assets that UK subsidiaries of foreign multinational
companies and standalone domestic UK companies report. I call this difference profit ratio
gap.3 In order to appropriately account for the difference in the observable characteristics
between those two ownership categories I use propensity score matching approach. I ‘match’
companies based on the size of their assets and industry in which they operate and find
that foreign multinational subsidiaries underreport their taxable profits by 50% relative to
domestic standalones. These estimates are large, but are still likely to be conservative. This
is because no comparable domestic standalones exist for the very large foreign multinational
subsidiaries. These excluded multinationals report much lower ratios of taxable profits to
total assets than the smaller multinational firms in the matched sample.
This is the first study to use the administrative firm level data to focus on multinational
profit shifting practices and explore a new phenomenon - companies reporting exactly zero
taxable profits. The majority of the previous literature on profit shifting has used accounting
firm level data to analyse the reporting behaviour patterns of multinational companies (Egger et al. (2010), Dischinger and Riedel (2011), Dharmapala and Riedel (2013), Dischinger
et al. (2014), Gumpert et al. (2016) and Dyreng et al. (2017)). In the UK context, I find large
bunching at zero taxable profits for foreign multinational subsidiaries relative to domestic
1

For the OECD report, see http://www.oecd.org/ctp/beps.htm.
The United Kingdom has introduced the Diverted Profits Tax in April 2015 aimed at taxing profits
shifted abroad by multinational companies, see http://bit.ly/1sFOLcc. UK also announced limits to
interest deductibility - one of many ways in which corporations minimise their tax payments - from April
2017, see the UK 2016 Budget, p.56 (http://bit.ly/1R2QgNv).
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standalones, which is not observed to the same extent in the accounting data. Multinational
firms tend to report their taxable profits to be zero on their tax returns, while their accounting profits to be positive. This leads to much larger estimates of profit shifting behaviour
than previous literature using accounting data has offered. The observed bunching at zero
taxable profits explains most of the profit ratio gap. Hence, reporting zero taxable profits is
the most important margin for understanding the profit reporting behaviour of multinational
companies. Further, by using administrative data, I contribute to the growing literature examining profit reporting of companies using tax returns data (Grubert et al. (1993),Grubert
(1998), Mills and Newberry (2004), Altshuler et al. (2009), Dowd et al. (2017)) and Bureau
of Economic Analysis survey data on U.S. multinational corporations (Laster and McCauley
(1994), Mataloni (2000), Clausing (2016)).
One possible explanation for the large profit ratio gap is that multinational companies
are able to use various methods of profit shifting, such as debt shifting, patent or royalty
location or transfer pricing to minimise their taxable profits in the UK. In contrast, I pick
domestic firms as a comparison group, because they are unable to do so. Previous work
on profit shifting has often focused on these profit shifting methods separately, while this
paper takes a broader perspective. After examining the size of the gap, in the second part
of the paper, I explore different channels that may explain the size of the observed profit
ratio gap. First, I find that in the UK, domestic companies report 13.5 percentage points
lower leverage than comparable multinationals and that 40 percent of the profit ratio gap
can be explained by the differences in leverage. Second, I show that multinational firms have
more intangible assets than domestic firms, but holdings of those assets do not explain any
of the observed profit ratio gap.4 The observed importance of leverage in explaining the size
of the profit ratio gap stands in contrast to the evidence from Heckemeyer and Overesch
(2017) who discuss channels of profit shifting in their meta-analysis and show the prevailing
importance of transfer pricing over financial planning. Note that differences in productivity
and investment between firms do not explain any of the observed profit ratio gap.
The large number of zero taxable profit reporting foreign multinational subsidiaries may
point towards a very aggressive form of profit shifting for some foreign multinationals. This is
a new phenomenon that has previously not been explored in the literature. Johannesen et al.
(2016) and Dharmapala and Hebous (2018) are the two recent papers, which use accounting
data to examine bunching around zero accounting profits. Johannesen et al. (2016) shows
4

I have no information on goods traded within the multinational companies, hence, I am unable to address
the question about the extent of transfer pricing. See Grubert (2003), Markle (2012) for a discussion. For
a detailed analysis of profit shifting using transfer pricing by multinationals see Cristea and Nguyen (2016),
Liu et al. (2017) and Davies et al. (2018). These studies use tax and trade linked data to examine transfer
pricing strategies of multinational companies.
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that the size of this bunching varies depending on the tax rate differential to the headquarter
and hence is related to profit shifting. Dharmapala and Hebous (2018) use the accounting
data to obtain estimates of profit shifting using bunching methodology. Both of their findings
are consistent with this paper.
The last part of the paper splits the analysed sample across different firm characteristics
and analyses heterogeneities in the profit ratio gap estimates. First, I find that the estimated
profit ratio gap is largest for multinational firms headquartered in tax havens relative to
multinational subsidiaries headquartered in higher tax rate countries. This is consistent
with the findings of the previous literature which has shown a strong relationship between
tax rates or firm structure, such as presence of tax havens, and profit reporting across
jurisdictions (see Hines and Rice (1994), Grubert and Slemrod (1998), Desai et al. (2006),
Slemrod and Wilson (2009), Egger et al. (2010), Dischinger and Riedel (2011), Dharmapala
and Riedel (2013), Dischinger et al. (2014), Gumpert et al. (2016).) It also allows me to link
the estimated profit ratio gap with profit shifting, similar to the cited literature. Second,
I find that in spite of declining top marginal tax rates in the UK the size of the estimated
profit ratio gap increases over time. This suggests that the size of profit shifting increases
over time and is consistent with findings of OECD in their BEPS report5 and Dowd et al.
(2017). In contrast, Dharmapala shows that the literature using accounting data finds that
the size of profit shifting declines over time. This inconsistency may have two sources. The
increasing importance of zero taxable profit reporting in explaining the size of the profit
ratio gap means that accounting data will be unable to capture that phenomenon. Further,
as pointed out recently by OECD6 , Clausing (2016) and Torslov et al. (2018) this may also
be traced to the near absence of tax haven observations in the accounting datasets.
The decline in the corporate tax rates in the UK together with an increasing size of the
estimated profit ratio gap present a puzzle. If marginal cost of shifting profits abroad is equal
to marginal benefits, we would expect a cut in the domestic corporate tax rate to reduce the
marginal benefit of shifting profits abroad. This should induce a multinational company to
report higher taxable profits in the UK. However, since majority of multinational companies
in the UK report no taxable profits, we expect those companies may be inelastic to changes
in the corporate tax rates. One way to interpret this finding is that the cost of reducing
taxable profits may not be a convex function of firm’s profits. Instead, firms in my sample
may incur fixed cost of shifting profits. To show that the estimated profit ratio gap is related
to changes in tax rates and hence can be interpreted as a measure of profit shifting, I show
that it is responsive to changes in foreign tax rates of multinational headquarters. This is
5
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consistent with the fixed cost of profit shifting hypothesis, if the change in the size of the
estimated gap is driven by changes in the propensity to report zero taxable profits and not
by the changes on the intensive margin of reporting lower taxable profits. These findings are
also in line with recent evidence provided by Dowd et al. (2017) who show that the response
of profit shifting to tax rate changes is highly non-linear. They find that companies are much
more likely to shift to havens with near-zero rates than to shift between two countries with
moderate rates.
In what follows, section 2 describes the data used in this paper, section 3 outlines the
empirical methodology and the challenges associated with it, section 4 discusses the results
and section 5 concludes.

2

Data description and sample selection criteria

The primary data source used in this paper is the confidential universe of unconsolidated
corporation tax returns in the UK for the years 2000 - 2014 provided by HMRC. The dataset
comprises all items that are submitted on the corporation tax return form (CT600 form)
and the unit of observation is an unconsolidated statement in each of the years, i.e. each
subsidiary of a company operating in the UK files a separate tax return. I use this data to
obtain information on the taxable profits variable. The HMRC data does not include any
firm level characteristics, apart from trading turnover. Therefore I merge the HMRC data
with the accounting data from the FAME dataset. FAME dataset, collected by Bureau van
Dijk, provides balance sheet information for most of the UK companies. For instance, it
gives me information on total assets, accounting profits, age of firms, number of employees,
industry and leverage.
Matching the HMRC data with accounting data restricts the sample size. I find a matched
unconsolidated accounting statement in FAME for 76 percent of unconsolidated tax returns
from the HMRC data, which includes 89 percent of the total tax liability and 92 percent of
total trading turnover in the UK. I further ensure that I have non-missing total assets information and full 12 months accounting period for each matched HMRC-FAME observation.7
I further use the FAME ownership information to identify firms into two distinct ownership categories, UK subsidiaries of foreign multinational companies which are subsidiaries
of multinational companies that have headquarters outside of the UK; and UK standalone
domestic companies, which are independent companies with no affiliates.8 These two types
of companies constitute about 30 percent of the total taxable profits in the UK and hold 50
7
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percent of total assets. Their observable characteristics are similar to other types of multinationals and domestic companies, which makes them representative of the ownership classes
they were chosen from. I have chosen those two groups of companies to find the two most
comparable ownership groups, of which one has the ability to shift profits abroad (foreign
multinational subsidiaries) and one does not (domestic standalones).9
To strengthen the comparability between the two ownership categories, I limit the sample of foreign multinational subsidiaries to include only affiliates that have zero subsidiaries
and that have positive trading turnover. The inclusion of affiliates that have no subsidiaries
themselves ensures that the total assets number refers only to the operations of that single company and is consistent with the taxable income number from the tax returns. The
reason for the concern is that the total assets number that firms report in their accounting
statements often accounts for the equity value of their subsidiaries. Thus, the ratio of the
taxable profits to total assets may be biased downwards for companies that have subsidiaries
relative to companies with no subsidiaries which report the same taxable profits. Further, I
ensure that foreign multinational subsidiaries selected for the analysis report having positive
trading turnover in the UK. This means that they have trading activities in the UK and do
not exist solely as holding companies to transfer profits between company affiliates. It is
important to note here that those two restrictions exclude affiliates which are part of complicated multinational structures, that are even more likely to be associated with aggressive
tax avoidance behaviour. Since those companies are likely to report even lower taxable profits, this means that the presented estimates are conservative. The total number of foreign
multinational subsidiaries in the sample is 460,000, of which 310,000 have no subsidiaries
themselves and of those just under 230,000 also report to have positive trading turnover.
In my empirical analysis I do not consider domestic multinationals for two distinct reasons. First, one may think that they would be a good comparison group for foreign multinational subsidiaries. However, since domestic multinationals have similar opportunities to
shift profits abroad as foreign multinationals do, the size of the difference in taxable profits
between these two groups would not give me any information on the potential size of profit
shifting.10 On the other hand, they may present an interesting comparison with domestic
standalones. However, the size of the total assets of domestic multinationals in my dataset
is not a good approximation of the size of their operations in the UK. This is because all but
a few of the domestic multinational subsidiaries in the selected sample report total assets of
9

The omitted ownership categories include domestic multinationals, which are multinational companies
that have headquarters located in the UK, domestic and unidentified groups, which are companies for which
I was unable to identify a foreign parent or the location of the parent, and missing ownership.
10
As shown in Habu (2017) the ratio of taxable profits to total assets for domestic multinationals is smaller
but not that dissimilar to that of foreign multinationals.
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at least one subsidiary on their balance sheet. Therefore those companies might not be as
comparable to domestic standalones in terms of the main variable of interest as foreign multinational subsidiaries without any subsidiaries are. Further, half of domestic multinationals
report only consolidated accounts in the FAME dataset.11
I also do not focus the empirical analysis on the differences between foreign multinational
subsidiaries and domestic groups. The exclusion of domestic groups from the empirical
analysis comes from the fact that I cannot identify those types of companies with certainty. I
can say with confidence that they are not domestic standalones, but due to missing ownership
data, it is entirely plausible that a company that I have classified as a domestic group is
actually a foreign multinational subsidiary.

2.1

Descriptive statistics

In this section I present descriptive evidence on the profit ratio gap. In Figure 1 I plot the
weighted mean ratios of taxable profits to total assets for the two analysed groups. Specifically, I sum up all taxable profits in each year for each ownership type and do the same for
total assets. I then divide one sum over the other to obtain the weighted means. In Panel A
I consider the whole sample of observations for both ownership types. In Panel B I consider
only companies of similar size, excluding very large foreign multinational subsidiaries for
which no comparable domestic standalones exist and excluding very small domestic standalones for which no comparable foreign multinational subsidiaries exist. In Panel C I further
impose a restriction that the companies considered in Panel B report positive taxable profits
only.
I find that, in the raw data, domestic standalones report 6-10 times higher ratio of taxable
profits to total assets than foreign multinational subsidiaries. When I compare companies
of similar sizes, they report more comparable taxable profits. The difference in the profit
ratio gap in Panel B is about 4 percentage points; foreign multinational subsidiaries report
their ratio of taxable profits to total assets to be 8%, while domestic standalones report
that to be 12% at the beginning of the sample period. Further, after excluding companies
which report zero taxable profits, the difference in the profit ratio gap disappears. In the
second half of the sample period foreign multinational subsidiaries which report positive
taxable profits, actually report higher taxable profits than domestic standalones which report
positive taxable profits.
11
An alternative would be to use trading turnover reported in the tax returns as a measure of size for
domestic multinationals. However, this is not possible as trading turnover for domestic multinationals is
almost always missing (likely because companies are not required to report turnovers). It means that I have
no data source to approximate the size of domestic multinationals in the UK.
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Figure 1: Taxable profits comparisons: foreign multinational subsidiaries vs domestic standalones.
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Note: Differences in the ratio of taxable profits to total assets between foreign multinational subsidiaries and
domestic standalones, The ratios are calculated by summing up all taxable profits of a particular ownership
category in each year and dividing these by the sum of total assets of that paritcular ownership category
in that particular year. Years used 2000 - 2014, selected sample. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

3

Empirical methodology

In this section I describe the empirical strategy I use to estimate the size of the profit ratio
gap. First, foreign multinational subsidiaries are much larger than domestic standalones,
hence a simple comparison of the mean ratios of taxable profits divided by total assets
is likely to include companies that are not comparable.12 Second, foreign multinational
subsidiaries and domestic standalones differ not only in terms of size, but also across other
observable characteristics, such as productivity, size and wages.13 This suggests that there
may be a selection into being a multinational company that is a function of observable
firm level characteristics. To alleviate the concerns about the comparability of the two
ownership groups I use a non-parametric matching method. The non-parametric nature of
the propensity score matching (PSM) is important since it avoids misspecification of the
12

The evidence from Habu (2017) shows that the very large multinationals report lower ratios of taxable
profits to total assets than smaller multinationals for which comparable domestic standalones exist. Conversely, very small domestic standalones report higher ratios of taxable profits to total assets than larger
domestic standalones for which comparable foreign multinational subsidiaries exist. Hence, the simple difference in means calculated for the whole sample may be upward biased.
13
For empirical contributions see Harrison and Aitken (1999), Javorcik (2004), Sabirianova et al. (2005),
Yasar and Morrison Paul (2007). This endogeneity has also been explored theoretically by Markusen and
Venables (1998), Helpman et al. (2004).
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equation as could be the case with OLS. To obtain the OLS results similar to the matching
ones, I would need to control for a fully flexible observed characteristics matrix.14
In the first stage I estimate a logit model with a multinational dummy on the left hand
side and the determinants of being a multinational company on the right hand side. I use this
regression to calculate the predicted probabilities of being a multinational company for each
observation. These are called propensity scores (Paul R. Rosenbaum (1983), Rosenbaum
and Rubin (1985), Imbens (2004)).
multinationali = αi + δKit + indi + yeart + it .

(1)

where multinationali is a multinational dummy equal to 1 if a company is a multinational
and 0 otherwise, Kit is a set of determinants of being a multinational, indi and yeart are
industry and year fixed effects. I use a nearest neighborhood matching strategy within a
0.1 caliper radius without replacement, which for each foreign multinational subsidiary finds
a closest comparable domestic standalone within the 0.1 radius in terms of the propensity
score.15 That particular domestic standalone is used only once, hence the sample size of
foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones is the same. Further, I impose
a common support restriction for total assets, hence no company larger than the largest
domestic standalone and no company smaller than the smallest foreign multinational is in
the sample. It is important to note here that the PSM approach requires the assumption
that, once I control for the observable characteristics, the remaining characteristics do not
affect the dependent variable. I cannot directly evaluate this assumption, hence my results
are conditional on it. However, I show that they are robust to controlling for a variety of
observable firm level characteristics.
When calculating the profit ratio gap, the literature has suggested that the usual variance
estimation may be inaccurate. The problem is that the estimated variance of the treatment
effect should also include the variance due to the estimation of the propensity score, the
common support and the order in which the treated individuals are matched. One way to
deal with this problem, that has been used in the literature, is bootstrapping of standard
14

Note that if OLS is correctly specified, it is more efficient (Hirano et al. (2003), Abadie and Imbens
(2006)). Online Appendix shows that the size of the difference in taxable profits between multinational and
domestic companies using a simple OLS approach is much larger.
15
I test the robustness of this matching approach in the Appendix of this paper. Also, various robustness
checks have been performed using different caliper width and the results are not very sensitive to the choice
of the radius. William G. Cochran (1973) and Rosenbaum and Rubin (1985) suggest using a caliper width
that is a proportion of the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score, specifically 0.2 of standard
deviation was suggested to eliminate approximately 99% of the bias due to the measured confounders. Since
the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score is 0.5 in my baseline matching model, I choose
0.1 caliper width.
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errors. However, recently it has been shown that the bootstrap is not, in general, valid
for matching estimators, especially the ones using a fixed number of matches (Abadie and
Imbens (2006), Abadie and Imbens (2008)). Instead, Abadie and Imbens (2016) derive
an adjustment to the large sample variance of propensity score matching estimators that
corrects for first step estimation of the propensity score, which has been implemented in this
paper.
The critical difficulty of this paper is in finding the most comparable group of companies
with similar observable characteristics. In the baseline specification I keep the set of matching
variables as simple as possible and match companies based on their size as measured by total
assets and within each industry and each year.16 In the second stage of the propensity score
matching, the profit ratio gap is estimated. This approach is applied to alternative outcome
variables as well.
In Habu (2017) I documented large differences in the proportions of observations that
report zero taxable profits between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones. Therefore, the estimation of the unconditional means of the profit ratio gap is not
the only interesting margin of comparison between the ownership types. The unconditional
mean can be decomposed into the share of zeros and a mean conditional on reporting positive
taxable profits in the following way:
E(y) = (1 − p)E(y|y = 0) + pE(y|y > 0) = 0 + pE(y|y > 0) = pE(y|y > 0)

(2)

profits 17
. This suggests dividing the analysis into
where p = prob(y > 0) and y = taxable
total assets
three main components; the unconditional mean of taxable profits relative to total assets,
the mean of taxable profits conditional on reporting positive taxable profits and the binary
outcome analysis of zero taxable profit reporting that will directly estimate p. Dropping
observations with y = 0 and performing PSM is the most straighforward way to analyse the
conditional mean, while selectivity correction may be considered a refinement.18
The difference in the PSM estimate between the unconditional and conditional means
indicates how much of the difference in taxable profits between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones I can attribute to zero taxable profit reporting. Furthermore, I consider zero taxable profits dummy defined as one when the company is reporting
16

I check the robustness of the choice of the baseline matching variables in Section 4.1.
E(y|y = 0) is zero when y is reported taxable profits, censored at zero. However, UK tax system allows
carryforward of losses for tax purposes, which would mean that E(y|y = 0) may not be zero when y measures
the actual taxable profits. I discuss this particular feature of the UK tax system later in this section.
18
Since applying selectivity correction does not change the main result relative to PSM, I do not discuss
it in the main body of the paper. For more details on the two-stage Heckman selection approach and the
results see online Appendix.
17
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zero taxable profits and zero otherwise as an outcome variable. The results from that estimation will tell me the difference in the proportion of observations that are reporting zero
taxable profits between the two ownership types in the matched sample.
The question also arises whether we are only interested in taxable profits as they are
recorded on the tax return form, i.e. taxable profits=max(0, taxable income), or whether
we are also interested in the underlying taxable income, which may be either positive or
negative. This is conceptually unclear, given the asymmetric treatment of profits and losses.
In the UK tax system when a company makes a loss it does not receive a tax credit on that
loss, but instead records zero taxable income and hence pays no corporation tax on that
income. It is then allowed to bring some of the losses it made forward into future periods
and offset them against positive taxable profits, once it is profitable again. Alternatively, it
can also bring the losses back one period and offset them against last year’s profits, if those
profits were positive. In the case of loss carryback the company would receive tax credit in
that particular year. When taxable profits are positive, the corporation tax liability is paid.
This means that the taxable profits are censored at zero.
What this implies for the purpose of this paper is that with fully symmetric treatment, we
would only be interested in the underlying taxable income, with fully asymmetric treatment
(no carry back or carryforward of losses), we would only be interested in the recorded taxable
profits (censored at zero). With the actual treatment (some carry back and carryforward at
nominal value) we may be interested in both. We can potentially use additional information
from the tax return, e.g. on losses, to recover or estimate the underlying taxable income.
One of the possible sources of information is trading losses in the CT600 form, where firms
have to report the amount of losses arising from their trading activities. The advantage of
this measure is that we could simply subtract those trading losses from recorded taxable
profit to recover some of the underlying taxable income. The disadvantage is that we have
no information on other sources of losses that companies may be incurring, which means
that we are introducing a measurement error into the analysis. In the empirical analysis I
focus on the censored taxable profits for the baseline results and use the recorded taxable
profits measure when I analyse differences between taxable and accounting profits.

4

Results

In the first stage of propensity score matching I create a matched sample of foreign multinational subsidiaries and comparable domestic standalones. In Table 1 I show means of
total assets, trading turnover and age for the whole sample, matched sample and unmatched
sample, where unmatched sample consists of observations for which I found no comparable
11

companies after propensity score matching. The differences in means of the main observable
firm level characteristics between the two ownership types are large and significant in the
whole sample, but insignificant in the matched sample. Hence, matching procedure makes
the two groups more comparable. Foreign multinational subsidiaries in the matched sample
are on average smaller and younger than in the whole sample, while domestic standalones
are larger and older.
Table 1: Summary statistics.
foreign multinationals domestic standalones
whole sample
log total assets
14.11
10.89
total assets (million)
16.05
0.26
trading turnover (million) 14.39
0.85
log trading turnover
14.17
11.41
age
18.31
11.32
matched sample
log total assets
13.52
13.58
total assets (million)
2.26
2.49
trading turnover (million) 4.03
4.46
log trading turnover
13.90
13.84
age
17.22
19.42
unmatched sample
log total assets
14.50
10.84
total assets (million)
25.04
0.21
trading turnover (million) 21.15
0.77
log trading turnover
14.35
11.36
age
19.02
11.15
Note: Unweighted means of observed firm level characteristics: comparison of whole, matched and unmatched samples for foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones, Matched sample is created
using propensity score matching. Unmatched sample is the whole sample minus matched sample. The differences in the means of the observable firm level characteristics between foreign multinational subsidiaries
and domestic standalones are significant in the whole and unmatched samples. In the matched sample, the
differences in the means of observable firm level characteristics between foreign multinaltional subsidiaries
and domestic standalones are insignificant for total assets, trading turnover and age. 2000 - 2014, selected
sample. Trading turnover and total assets are in millions of pounds. Source: merged HMRC and FAME
data.

In Table 2 I present results from the baseline propensity score matching. I consider
an unconditional mean of taxable profits relative to total assets (baseline sample) and a
conditional mean of taxable profits relative to total assets (positive taxable profits sample).
Column 3 in Table 2 shows the mean ratio of taxable profits to total assets for the treated
group - foreign multinational subsidiaries, while column 4 shows the mean ratio of taxable
profits to total assets for the control group - domestic standalones. Column 5 shows the
12

difference between the two means and the last two columns show the standard errors and
the total number of observations in both treated and control groups.
The estimates of the profit ratio gap are negative and highly significant in all specifications. The mean ratio of taxable profits to total assets for foreign multinational subsidiaries
is 12% while that same ratio is 24% for domestic standalones. This implies that foreign
multinational subsidiaries report 50% lower ratio of taxable profits to total assets. I test
the robustness of these findings in the Appendix of this paper and find that they are robust
to controlling for variety of additional observable controls, using different firm size proxies,
consolidating profits at a multinational group level, and using different matching algorithms.
Table 2: Propensity Score Matching baseline results.
sample
baseline
baseline
baseline
positive taxable profits

variable

multinational

y
y>0
ztp
y

0.120
0.236
0.505
0.234

domestic

diff

SE

obs

0.238 -0.119 0.011 324,736
0.285 -0.049 0.020 170,520
0.205 0.300 0.001 324,736
0.283 -0.049 0.020 170,798

Note: Results from the baseline propensity score matching estimation, 2000 - 2014, selected sample. Matching on total assets and within industry and year. Baseline sample estimates unconditional means, positive
taxable profits sample estimates means conditional on positive taxable profits, y is the ratio of taxable profits to total assets, ztp is zero taxable profits. Treated observations are foreign multinational subsidiaries,
control observations are domestic standalones. Obs column is a sum of total number of observations, which
are split equally between the two ownership types. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

Further, foreign multinational subsidiaries are 30 percentage points more likely to report
zero taxable profits in the matched sample; 50.5% of foreign multinational subsidiaries and
20.5% of domestic standalones report zero taxable profits. When restricting the sample
to companies which report positive taxable profits only, the profit ratio gap falls from 12
percentage points to 4.9 percentage points.19 This implies that 60% of the average profit
ratio gap is explained by the fact that a higher proportion of foreign multinational subsidiaries report zero taxable profits. Hence, once foreign multinational subsidiaries decide to
report positive taxable profits, their reporting behaviour is a lot more comparable to that of
domestic standalones.
Moreover, a puzzle emerges, as I cannot identify any major differences in the observable
firm level characteristics between tax-payers and non tax-payers. This may suggest that
19

Alternatively, I perform matching using all companies and show results for an outcome variable which
is a conditional mean of taxable profits to total assets. The results are the same.
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firms instead differ in their unobservable characteristics such as their ability to shift profits
or reputational costs of aggressive tax planning.20

4.1

Comparison of taxable and accounting profits

In this section I examine the differences in the profit ratio gap depending on whether we
use taxable or accounting profits. The difference between what companies report on their
accounting statements and in their tax returns is to be expected due to the differences in
accounting standards and tax reporting standards.21 The three main differences arise due
to different treatment of depreciation, inventories and cash vs accrual accounting. First,
accounting depreciation tends to be less generous than tax depreciation, which means that
after taking into account capital allowances, accounting profits are expected to be higher
than taxable profits (Desai and Dharmapala (2009), Hanlon and Heitzman (2010)). Second,
using different methods of accounting for inventories can reduce taxable income of companies
relative to their accounting profits. Third, differences between recording activities using cash
basis for tax purposes and accruals for accounting purposes can generate differences between
tax and accounting profits. However, these rules are the same for all types of companies,
irrespective of whether they are domestic or multinational. Therefore, we would not expect
them to affect the differences between the two measures of profits differentially between the
ownership types.
Since taxable profits are censored at zero, while accounting profits can take negative
values, to compare taxable and accounting profits directly I use two distinct approaches.
The first method takes trading losses from the tax returns and subtracts them from taxable
profits to recover the negative portion of taxable profits and obtain a measure which is closer
to the current taxable profits. The second method converts all negative accounting profits
into zeros, effectively censoring them in the same way as taxable profits are censored in the
tax returns.
The baseline estimate of the profit ratio gap suggests that the main source of the difference
lies in the proportions of observations reporting zero taxable profits. Therefore, in Figure
2 I focus on the comparison between distributions of taxable profits less trading losses and
profit and loss before taxes, both scaled by total assets, to directly look at what happens
around zero profits. Figure 2 contains 2 panels, each plotting the distributions of the ratios
20

The accounting literature identifies a relationship between firm’s CEO who may be an aggressive tax
planner and the amount of accounting profits that a firm reports (Armstrong et al. (2012), Armstrong et al.
(2015)).
21
This branch of the literature considers what is called a book-tax gap. See early contributions by Mills
et al. and excellent summaries of research by Hanlon and Heitzman (2010), Graham et al. (2012) and most
recently Evers et al. (2017).
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of both taxable (grey line) and accounting (black line) profits to total assets: panel A shows
the comparison for foreign multinational subsidiaries and panel B for domestic standalones.
Each figure shows the connected graphs using histograms of 100 bins of equal size in the
range of profits between -1 and 1. The horizontal axis in those figures shows the ratios of
profits to total assets, while on vertical axis we have the proportion of observations in each
distribution bin.
Figure 2: Distributions of taxable and accounting profits - comparisons.
Panel B: domestic standalones

0

0
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10

10

15

15

Panel A: foreign multinational subsidiaries
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profits
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0
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Note: Distribution of the ratios of taxable profits (including trading losses) from HMRC and profit and
loss before taxes from FAME scaled by total assets, propensity score matched sample with non-missing
accounting profits data, 2000 - 2014. Grey line shows distribution of the ratio of taxable profits to total
assets, while the black line shows the distribution of the ratio of accounting profits to total assets. Source:
merged HMRC and FAME data.

First, accounting profits seem to be a better approximation for taxable profits of domestic
standalones (panel B) than foreign multinational subsidiaries (panel A). Second, bunching
around zero profits in prevalent in both accounting data (as shown by Johannesen et al.
(2016) and Dharmapala and Hebous (2018)) as well as tax returns data. What is more interesting, is that bunching around zero is much larger for taxable profits relative to accounting profits for foreign multinational subsidiaries than for domestic standalones. In addition,
foreign multinational subsidiaries bunch around zero taxable profits to a larger extent than
domestic standalones. In contrast, there is very little difference in bunching around zero
accounting profits between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones.22
Third, zero taxable profit reporting companies appear to come from the missing mass to the
right of the taxable profits distribution, where the accounting profits distribution indicates
22

For additional evidence on the discrepancies between tax and accounting profits see Devereux et al.
(2015) and Maffini et al. (2016).
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that companies report much higher ratio of accounting profits to total assets. This suggests that accounting profits may overestimate taxable profits, especially in case of foreign
multinational subsidiaries.
Further, the extent of bunching at zero taxable profits has increased substantially for
multinational companies over the sample period duration (see Appendix Figure 4). The
same has not occurred for domestic standalones. The missing mass to the right hand side
of the taxable profits distribution has become more pronounced over time suggesting that
accounting profits may overestimate taxable profits even more so in 2013 than they did in
2001, especially for foreign multinational companies.
Table 3: PSM results - comparison of taxable and accounting profits.
variable
y
non zero acc y
y (incl loss)
acc y

multinational
0.080
0.124
0.002
0.062

domestic

diff

SE

obs

0.136 -0.056 0.0012 141,660
0.145 -0.021 0.0008 141,660
0.112 -0.109 0.0062 141,660
0.128 -0.066 0.0011 141,660

Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimates using total assets and within industry
matching. Rows 1 - 2 and 3 - 4 are directly comparable. In row 1, I use taxable profits divided by total
assets (y) as an outcome variable, in row 2 I use profit and loss before taxes, where all negative values
were turned to zero, in row 3 I use taxable profits measure from the tax returns data from which I
subtract trading losses, in row 4 I use profit and loss before taxes from accounting statement without
any adjustments. Treated observations are foreign multinational subsidiaries, control observations are
domestic standalones. Selected sample, 2000 - 2014 with non-missing accounting profits observations.
Obs column is a sum of total number of observations, which are split equally between the two ownership
types. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

The results from the distribution graphs are confirmed by the propensity score matching
results. In Table 3, using the first method of comparison described above, I find that the
profit ratio gap is -10.9 percentage points (row 3), while the difference in the ratio of accounting profits to total assets on the same sample is -6.6 percentage points (row 4). Using
the second method, I find the profit ratio gap to be -5.6 percentage points (row 1), while the
difference in accounting profits is -2.1 percentage points (row 2). In both cases the estimates
of the profit ratio gap are substantially smaller when using accounting profits data than using
taxable profits data. What is more, the ratios of taxable profits to total assets for foreign
multinational subsidiaries are substantially smaller than the ratios of accounting profits to
total assets for both methods. This suggests that the previous estimates of profit shifting
obtained using accounting data are underestimating the true size of profit shifting of foreign
16

multinational companies. Since the matching results are largely driven by the zero taxable
profit reporting companies, this is not at all surprising. Foreign multinational subsidiaries
seem to be reporting positive profits in their accounts, while at the same time reporting zero
taxable profits on their tax returns. This would bias the estimates of profit shifting obtained
using accounting data downwards.

4.2

Channels companies use to lower their taxable profits

In this section I explore three potential factors driving the wedge in the profit ratio gap:
leverage, intangible assets and productivity. For each potential channel that companies may
be using to reduce their taxable profits, I use that channel as an outcome variable in the
baseline propensity score matching to explore the direct differences between ownership types.
In addition, the propensity score matching approach allows me to calculate the proportion
of the profit ratio gap that can be attributed to the differences in particular observable
variables. To do so, in the first stage of PSM I use that variable as a matching variable. The
difference in the matching estimates with and without that additional variable (on the same
sample) will give me the fraction of the profit ratio gap explained by that observable.
First, I consider the amount of debt that companies can take on, as leverage can be
used as a tax shield by all companies. Multinational companies can derive additional benefit
from using higher leverage due to tax benefits associated with locating debt in high tax
countries. An affiliate of a multinational company in a high tax country can borrow from
low tax subsidiaries and use deductibility of interest expenses to reduce its taxable profits in
high tax country. Since UK was a relatively high tax country for a majority of the sample
period, locating debt in the UK was advantageous for multinational companies (also due to
low interest rates and CFC rules).
In particular, in Table 4 I look at the stock measure of gearing, i.e. total liabilities divided
by total assets.23 Using leverage as an outcome variable, I find that foreign multinational
subsidiaries take on about 13.5 percentage points more debt than comparable domestic
standalones. Further, when I use leverage as an additional matching variable, I find that the
profit ratio gap is -2.7 percentage points which is about 60% of what it is when matching
on total assets only, on the sample of observations with non-missing data on leverage (-4.5
percentage points). This would suggest that leverage explains 40% of the profit ratio gap.24
Higher leverage makes zero taxable profits more likely. Hence, differences in leverage
23
It is crucial to note here that I do not have a measure of intra-company borrowing, only the overall
leverage ratio. Hence, I am unable to examine where the multinational companies borrow from.
24
Note that this stands in stark contrast to Buettner and Wamser (2013), who provide evidence that debt
shifting is unimportant for German affiliates.
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and the proportion of zero taxable profits cannot be considered as separate factors. When
restricting the sample to companies which report positive taxable profits, the difference in
leverage between ownership types is reduced to 6 percentage points. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that some companies use leverage to reduce their taxable profits to zero.
I provide an additional piece of evidence to show that the differences in leverage between
ownership types are related to profit shifting. UK has been a high tax country for the
majority of my sample period. However, in recent years UK has undergone large corporate
tax rate cuts that lowered its headline corporate tax rate from 30% in 2007 to 20% in 2015.
This means that it has moved from a high tax country status to a relatively low tax country
status. Locating debt in the UK is now less advantageous than it was for multinational
companies. In accordance with this, the importance of leverage in explaining the size of the
profit ratio gap has declined.
In Table 10 in the Appendix I compare the results from propensity score matching for
years 2004 - 2014. I perform the same analysis as in Table 4 for every year in the sample.
I find that leverage used to explain around 50% of the profit ratio gap before 2008. This
has substantially fallen to around 25% in the years after 2010. Further, the differences in
leverage between multinational and domestic companies have fallen down substantially from
0.145 before 2008 to 0.116 after 2010. This evidence is consistent with the fact that the
lower the tax rate, the less likely multinationals are to locate their debt in the UK, if they
are using debt to reduce their taxable profits. Hence, over time as tax rates in the UK fall,
differences in leverage are becoming less important as a channel to explain profit ratio gap
and hence, less important as a channel to explain profit shifting.
The second channel I explore is the role of intangible assets. These assets play a large
role in profit shifting, since it is relatively easy for companies to locate them in lower tax
jurisdictions (Grubert (2003) and Dischinger and Riedel (2011)). First, similar to leverage,
I show results using the ratio of intangible assets to total assets as an outcome variable
and then match on this ratio to show the extent of the difference explained by intangible
assets. Foreign multinational subsidiaries have about 13.8 percentage points higher holdings
of intangible assets than comparable domestic standalones. However, perhaps surprisingly,
differences in intangibles do not contribute to explaining the profit ratio gap. This may
be due to the fact that domestic standalones which have intangible assets could be using
offshore trusts or other ownership structures to take advantage of possible tax shields that
these offer. My ownership data does not account for those structures. Alternatively, it is
likely that the difference in the profit ratio gap is not explained by the amount of intangible
asset holdings, but by whether firms have any of those assets. In that case, matching on the
size of intangible asset holdings may not be able to explain any of the difference in the profit
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ratio gap. Further, the sample size for which I have observations on intangible assets is a
fifth of the original sample size. Hence, domestic standalones which I am comparing with
multinational companies in this analysis are likely to be very different.
Third, I show that foreign multinational subsidiaries report to have significantly higher
productivity than domestic standalones. To investigate this I calculate total factor productivity (TFP) for each firm in the sample, which measures the portion of output not explained
by the amount of inputs used in production. Here I use a measure of TFP based on value
added, which subtracts capital and labour inputs from firms outputs to measure the productivity residual, i.e. T F Pit = vait − (1 − slit ) × kit − slit × lit ; where vait is logarithm of
value added, where value added is measured as a sum of wages and salaries and profit and
loss before interest, sit is share of labour, which is a ratio of wages and salaries divided by
value added, kit is logarithm of fixed assets, lit is logarithm of number of employees and i
and t refer to firm and year.
Table 4: PSM channels.
channel

leverage
intangibles
TFP
leverage & TFP (leverage)
leverage & TFP (TFP)

diff in channel

0.135
0.138
0.081
0.105
0.03

diff in y

diff in y controlling for channel

(0.002) -0.045 (0.001) -0.027
(0.019) -0.073 (0.002) -0.071
(0.003) -0.069 (0.002) -0.048
(0.003) -0.03 (0.002) -0.019
(0.003) -0.03 (0.002) -0.019

(0.001)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)

obs

125,614
28,882
53,126
33,594
33,594

Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimates showing channels which companies use to
reduce their taxable profits. Results show the difference in the PSM estimator between foreign multinational
subsidiaries and domestic standalones. In column 2 the outcome variable is the channel, in row 1 that is
leverage. In columns 3 and 4 the outcome variable is the ratio of taxable profits to total assets. The
results in column 3 replicate baseline PSM, but only on the sample for which the channel variable data
is available, the results in column 4 use the channel as additional matching variable to total assets and
industry. Standard errors of the estimated difference are in parenthesis. Obs column is a sum of total
number of observations, which are split equally between the two ownership types. Selected sample, 2000 2014. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

When matching on total factor productivity, the profit ratio gap falls from -0.69 to 0.48. Foreign multinational subsidiaries are more productive than domestic standalones, yet
conditional on having similar productivity levels they report lower taxable profits to total
assets ratio than domestic standalones. The estimates presented here suggest that around
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30% of the profit ratio gap is explained by differences in productivity between firms.25 Finally,
note that matching on both TFP and leverage together does not explain more than 40% of
the gap in taxable profits between the ownership types.
The differences between profitability and productivity measures in my sample may stem
from two reasons. First, productivity measures do not account for the fixed cost. If, as
proposed in this paper, the fixed costs of profit shifting play a large role for multinational
companies, then they are likely to drive a wedge between the profitability and productivity
estimates. Second, profitability, as measured here, is sensitive to changes in output and input
costs, while productivity is a measure of unit of output that can be produced from a given
amount of inputs. Hence, productivity will not be affected by change in input or output
price. If multinationals can adjust their input prices through transfer pricing, then that may
affect their profitability measures, but is unlikely to change their productivity measures.

4.3

Heterogeneity of the estimated coefficients

In this section I explore the heterogeneity of the baseline estimates of profit ratio gap. I
specifically focus on two aspects of heterogeneity; first, I discuss changes in the estimated
size of the difference over time and then I discuss differences between foreign multinational
subsidiaries depending on the location of their headquarters.
To examine changes in the size of the profit ratio gap over time, I estimate the PSM for
each sample year separately and calculate the difference in the ratio of taxable profits to
total assets between the ownership types for each of the years 2000 - 2014. I then plot those
estimates alongside the confidence intervals in Figure 3. In addition to the ratio of taxable
profits to total assets, I also plot the estimates of the differences in the proportions of zero
taxable profits between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones.
The size of the profit ratio gap has increased from -5.6 percentage points in 2000 to -18
percentage points in 2014 with some fluctuations around the financial crisis. This increase can
possibly be attributed to a constantly increasing difference in the fraction of zero taxable
profit reporting companies. This has increased from 22 percentage points in 2000 to 35
percentage points in 2014. This is consistent with the recent evidence on the increase in
profit shifting over time provided by the OECD BEPS studies and by Clausing (2016). This
increase is likely due to the spread of avoidance techniques with improvements in digital
technology, even as tax rate differences between countries have narrowed. In contrast, the
25
It is important to note that the ratios of taxable profits to total assets that were used to calculate
the differences in taxable profits in Table 4 for both ownership groups are much lower than in the sample
analysed in the baseline matching. This is because I only have information on leverage, intangible assets
and TFP for larger firms, which tend to report lower ratios of taxable profits to total assets.
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evidence from accounting data (Dharmapala) does not show the same increase in profit
shifting.
Figure 3: PSM - yearly heterogeneity.
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Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimated year by year. PSM using total assets and
within each industry. Panel A: the outcome variable is the ratio of taxable profits to total asstes, Panel B:
the outcome variable is zero taxable profits dummy. The estimated coefficients for each year are significant.
Selected sample, 2000 - 2014. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

This finding may be considered surprising in the context of the UK cutting its headline
corporate tax rate from 30% in 2007 to 20% in 2015. For a company for which the marginal
cost of shifting its taxable profits out of the UK is equal to the marginal benefit, we would
expect that a cut in the domestic corporate tax rate would induce subsidiaries of foreign
multinational companies to report more taxable profits in the UK, if the tax rates in other
countries in which they have affiliates remained the same. This is because the marginal cost
of reporting lower taxable profits in the UK increases following the domestic corporate tax
rate cut. However, it may well be that foreign multinational subsidiaries do not respond to
the UK corporate tax rate cuts, because the benefit they accrue from reducing their taxable
profits in the UK is not a convex function of their profits. Instead, they have fixed cost of
shifting profits. Large companies with elaborate profit shifting strategies in place may be
inelastic to changes in the tax rates, in so far as they already report zero taxable profits.
The reduced tax rate would not offer them incentive high enough to exceed the fixed cost
of switching to a different tax planning strategy to report higher (or even positive) taxable
profits in the UK. This is consistent with a large and continuously increasing fraction of
foreign multinational subsidiaries that report zero taxable profits in the UK. Further, the
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majority of the difference in taxable profits between multinational and domestic companies
is explained by companies reporting little to no taxable profits. For those companies the UK
tax system has a lower corporate tax rate of 19-20% that has been in place since 2006.
I show that the size of the estimated profit ratio gap is sensitive to changes in foreign tax
rates. This validates that the described measure is related to profit shifting and allows me
to relate my study to the larger literature estimating the effect of tax rates on international
shifting. I compare the size of the gap in taxable profits between foreign multinationals
headquartered in Germany and UK domestic companies relative to foreign multinationals
headquartered in France. In particular, I consider the period 2004 - 2010 during which
Germany has cut its main statutory corporate tax rate from 25% (38.4% including surcharges
and local taxes) to 15% (29.5% including surcharges and local taxes) in 2008, while French
tax rate remained unchanged at 33.33%.
If the profit ratio gap measures profit shifting, we expect it to be affected by changes in
the size of the tax rate differential between UK and the country where multinational has
its other affiliates. In particular, if the tax rate in Germany falls, we would expect German
companies to want to keep more profits in Germany. Hence, they may be less likely to shift
profits into their UK subsidiaries or they may be shifting more back to Germany from their
UK subsidiaries. This would reduce their taxable profits in the UK and hence the size of the
profit ratio gap should increase across all tax brackets. I find that the size of the profit ratio
gap for German multinational companies was -0.098 before the 2008 reform and increased
to -0.13 after the 2008 tax rate cut. In contrast, the size of the profit ratio gap for French
multinational companies was -0.12 before the 2008 reform and has fallen to -0.09 after the
2008 reform. Hence, the gap increased by 4 percentage points for German companies relative
to French companies after the 2008 tax rate cut in Germany.
The question arises whether this invalidates the conclusion about fixed cost of profit
shifting. This would depend on whether the change in the size of the estimated gap is driven
by changes in the propensity to report zero taxable profits or changes in intensive margin
of reporting lower taxable profits. The links between foreign tax rate changes and taxable
profits reported in the UK, especially the effects on the continuous and extensive margins,
are an interesting avenue to study the shape of the cost of profit shifting function that is
beyond the scope of this paper.26
Further, I explore differences in the ratio of taxable profits to total assets reported by foreign multinational subsidiaries depending on where their headquarters are located.27 There
26

We examine the shape of the profit shifting function in detail in a follow up paper Bilicka and Hubner
(2018)
27
The headquarter is defined here as a company that owns more than 50% of the shares of the UK
subsidiary. If the owner in an individual or a company only owns minority of the shares, these subsidiaries
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is evidence in the tax literature that companies with affiliates in tax havens tend to report
lower profits in higher tax jurisdictions, which is often interpreted as a sign of profit shifting.
If the size of the profit ratio gap is related to profit shifting, I would expect foreign multinational subsidiaries with parents in tax havens to be reporting lower ratios of taxable profits
to total assets in the UK than foreign multinational subsidiaries with parents in higher tax
countries.
I divide the sample of foreign multinational subsidiaries according to the location of their
global ultimate owner. I then perform matching separately for each of those sub-groups of
foreign multinational subsidiaries finding the best match among all domestic standalones. I
use the whole population of domestic standalones for each of the sub-groups of foreign multinational subsidiaries with various headquarter locations, hence the same domestic standalone
can be used in each sub-sample. I distinguish between the following headquarter locations:
tax haven (excluding large tax havens), large tax haven such as Hong Kong, Singapore,
Netherlands and Ireland, French multinationals, German multinationals, other European
multinationals, US multinationals, Asian multinationals, other foreign multinationals.

sub sample

Table 5: PSM results - headquarter location heterogeneity.
multinational domestic
diff
SE

tax haven
large tax haven HK SG NL IE
Asian multinationals
French multinationals
US multinational
German multinationals
other European multinationals
other foreign multinationals

0.096
0.097
0.076
0.091
0.115
0.089
0.128
0.159

0.224
0.206
0.177
0.176
0.195
0.165
0.190
0.208

-0.128
-0.110
-0.100
-0.085
-0.080
-0.075
-0.062
-0.048

obs

0.004 55,516
0.003 63,844
0.004 32,024
0.005 19,322
0.004 106,122
0.006 22,334
0.019 41,520
0.080 41,590

Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimates, using total assets and within industry as
matching variables. I perform matching for each headquarter sub-sample to find comparable domestic
standalones. The outcome variable is taxable profits/total assets in each row. Obs column is a sum
of total number of observations, which are split equally between the two ownership types. Selected
sample, 2000 - 2014. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

The results from this matching procedure are reported in Table 5 and are ranked according to the size of the estimated profit ratio gap, from largest to smallest. I find that foreign
multinational subsidiaries headquartered in tax havens report the lowest ratios of taxable
profits to total assets in the UK relative to domestic standalones (the size of the profit ratio gap is -12.8 percentage points). They are followed by foreign multinational subsidiaries
are excluded from this part of the analysis.
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headquartered in large tax havens. The smallest difference to domestic standalones, by far,
is reported by other foreign multinationals (-4.8 percentage points).

5

Conclusion

This paper uses the administrative corporate tax returns data to show that foreign multinational companies report lower ratios of taxable profits to total assets than comparable
domestic standalone companies. The propensity score matching approach controls for the
differences between the two groups coming from size and industry variation, and estimates
the remainder of the difference to be 12 percentage points. Assuming that similar sized companies from similar industries should be reporting similar taxable profits, unless they are
involved in practices that aim at minimising their tax liability in the UK, the difference estimated in this paper suggests that foreign multinational subsidiaries shift a large proportion
of their taxable profits out of the UK. Specifically, the baseline propensity score estimates
suggest that foreign multinational subsidiaries underreport their taxable profits by about
50% relative to domestic standalones. I show that the size of this difference is sensitive to
changes in corporate tax rates, which implies that what I measure is likely to be the size of
the potential profit shifting of the UK companies.
Using the net tax payable from the tax returns together with the implied estimates
of the size of the difference in the ratio of taxable profits to total assets, I can calculate
the implied revenue gain from equalising the taxable profits of domestic standalones and
foreign multinationals. From the yearly matching estimates, we know that the size of the
profit ratio gap varies between 30 and 70 percent. Back of the envelope calculations show
that the potential revenue gains from equalising the tax payments of foreign multinational
subsidiaries and domestic standalones would vary from £3 billion pounds at the beginning
of the sample to £25 billion in 2014. Relative to the total UK corporate tax revenue, which
was £30 billion in 2000 and £40 billion in 2014, this would imply that a full elimination
of the differences in the reported taxable profits between domestic standalones and foreign
multinational subsidiaries would lead to revenue gains of 10 percent in 2000 and 62 percent
in 2014.28 In the context of the recent proposals to reform the corporate tax system by
introducing the destination base cash flow tax (Auerbach et al. (2017), Auerbach (2017)),
these welfare gain calculations could help to understand the benefits of equalising the tax
treatment of foreign and domestic companies. This is because destination base cash flow
tax aims at elimination of the current channels of profit shifting and equalisation of the tax
28

These calculations do not take into account possible behavioural changes that are likely to occur, if
such an equalisation was at all possible.
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treatment of foreign and domestic companies.
According to the propensity score matching estimates the majority of the profit ratio gap
can be attributed to the large fraction of zero taxable profit reporting companies amongst
foreign multinationals. Once multinational companies report positive taxable profits, their
reporting behaviour does not differ substantially from that of domestic standalones. This
suggests that most of the profit shifting is actually quite aggressive and occurs via reporting
zero taxable profits.
These findings have implications for the theoretical modelling of profit shifting costs.
If zero taxable profits are prevalent and they explain most of the difference in the taxable
profit reporting behaviour between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones, then modelling the costs of profit shifting as a convex function of profits may not be
appropriate. Instead, the assumption of fixed costs of profit shifting, or at least non-convex
ones, should be considered as an alternative. This assumption would mean that firms would
be less responsive to the marginal tax rate changes than in a traditional model with convex
costs of profit shifting, as they bear a fixed cost of shifting profits and once they are large
enough to incur that, they report no taxable profits and no further changes in those profits
either. This may explain why the recent work using firm level data does not find large effects
of tax rate changes on profits reported by firms. In contrast, majority of the previous literature that used aggregate data has found large responses. These large aggregate responses
may come from firms near the fixed cost of profit shifting kink switching in and out of reporting positive taxable profits in response to tax changes. These may be thought of as the
extensive margin responses.
I further find that the previous estimates of profit shifting based on the accounting data
might be underestimating the true size of the problem. The extent of zero taxable profit
reporting is much larger than near-zero accounting profit reporting for foreign multinational
subsidiaries, but not for domestic standalones. A more rigorous comparison of taxable and
accounting data is outside the scope of this paper. However, using tax returns data instead
of accounting data could shed more light on the exact magnitudes of the effects previously
described in the profit shifting literature and is an interesting avenue for further research.
I also estimate that about 40% of the profit ratio gap comes from differences in leverage
between ownership types. I show that the size of the gap that can be explained by leverage
has declined over time, as the UK tax rates have also declined making the UK a less preferred
destination to shift debt into. The responsiveness of the differences in leverage to changes
in tax rates suggests that these differences may be linked to debt shifting. This could mean
that up to 40% of foreign multinational profit shifting in the UK may be explained by debt
shifting.
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Finally, the estimate of the size of profit shifting presented in this paper is likely to be
an underestimate of the true size of profit shifting of all foreign multinational subsidiaries.
This is because the propensity score matching leads to an exclusion of the very large foreign multinational subsidiaries (since no comparable domestic standalones exist) that report
much lower ratios of taxable profits to total assets than the smaller foreign multinational subsidiaries in the matched sample. Specifically, the unweighted ratio of taxable profits to total
assets is 5.6 percent for the very large, unmatched foreign multinational subsidiaries, less
than half of the ratio for foreign multinational subsidiaries in the propensity score matched
sample. This is inevitably more speculative since I do not have large enough domestic standalones to compare them to the largest multinationals and hence, I am unable to say whether
larger domestic standalones would have also reported lower taxable profits as a fraction of
their size.
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6
6.1

Appendices
Robustness checks

In this section I test the robustness of the baseline estimates of the profit ratio gap (Table
7). I first consider how various first stage matching specifications affect the main result. I
use non-linear forms of total assets, such as square and cube of the logarithms. Instead of
matching within each year, I use a cross-section regression with one observation for each
firm, and with the average logarithm of total assets over the sample period to identify the
matched observations, i.e. I match on static data so that a company is either always in
the control or in the treatment group. I further test whether the estimates are robust to
disaggregated industries and hence match using 3 digit rather than 2 digit industry codes.
These changes to the first stage matching procedure alter the estimates of the profit ratio
gap to a very small extent. The estimated size of the difference between ownership types
varies between 10 and 13 percentage points.
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One might be concerned that the taxable profits of multinational companies could be
affected by their overseas income. Specifically, overseas income as reported in the tax returns
is calculated before double tax relief. This means that part of that overseas income is
not actually liable to corporation tax and hence I may be overstating income of foreign
multinational subsidiaries by not accounting for the sheltered portion of that income. To
understand the effect that the overseas income may have on my results, I exclude profits
sheltered by double tax relief from the taxable profits numbers. This does not change the
estimate of the profit ratio gap. I exclude from the analysis profits of North Sea oil rig
companies that are subject to different regulatory and tax regimes (so-called ring fenced
profits). In a similar spirit, I exclude mining sector, since I documented previously in Habu
(2017) that companies from that sector report incomparably high ratios of taxable profits to
total assets. These exclusions do not change the results significantly.
I further exclude companies that report to have positive equity investments on their
balance sheets as part of their fixed assets number. This number is an approximate for
equity value of their subsidiaries. This effectively excludes all companies that may have any
subsidiaries, but which reported no information on this in the ownership data and hence
have not been excluded during the sample selection process; 29% of foreign multinational
subsidiaries and 5% of domestic standalones report data on investments in the FAME dataset.
The exclusion of investments from the total assets measure reduces the estimated size of the
gap to just over 30%, but it also changes substantially the number of observations in the
sample as it only includes larger firms, which report lower ratios of taxable profits to total
assets in the first place.
The UK system treats losses asymmetrically and when the company makes losses it
reports zero taxable profits on its tax return. The firm can recover a portion of those losses
once it becomes profitable again by carrying them forwards and offsetting them against its
future taxable profits. To do so, it has to record those losses on its tax return, which allows
me to reconcile the companies which report exactly zero taxable profits with those making
losses.29 However, even after excluding companies which reported losses in the current period
and hence are not liable to pay any corporation tax this period, 22% of foreign multinational
companies report zero taxable profits relative to only 8% of domestic standalones. I consider
matching using only the sub-sample of companies that report no losses to make sure that
my estimates are not driven by loss making firms. The estimated difference is 10 percentage
points, which implies that foreign multinational subsidiaries report 36% lower ratio of taxable
profits to total assets than domestic standalones. This suggests that the baseline results are
29

Note that only an average of 11% of all companies brought forward losses from previous years to offset
against their taxable profits in the current year.
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indeed driven to a large extent by the zero taxable profit reporting foreign multinationals
with no losses. Note that companies could use profit shifting strategies to put themselves
into loss making position. Therefore the baseline estimates do include the losses portion of
the distribution as well.
I further explore the results from matching on the ratio of capital allowances to total
assets. Another possible explanation for the lower ratio of taxable profits to total assets
for multinational companies could be that multinationals invest more than domestic firms.
Hence, they may be entitled to legitimate tax deductions such as capital allowances that can
be responsible for bringing their profits down. I find that matching on capital allowances in
addition to total assets does not alter the estimates of the profit ratio gap relative to the
baseline estimates.
In the second part of Table 7 I explore various company size measures which could be
used as alternatives to total assets in the first stage of propensity score matching. I use
number of employees, fixed assets and trading turnover. For each of the size variables, I
perform PSM twice; first, matching on this alternative size variable and second, comparing
the results to matching on total assets on the limited sample of observations for which I have
data on each of those alternative size variables. This allows me to examine whether various
matching alternatives change the inference in terms of the size of the profit ratio gap.
I find that matching on the number of employees, fixed assets or trading turnover instead
of total assets increases the estimated size of the profit ratio gap twofold. Most of the
difference comes from a much higher ratio of taxable profits to total assets for domestic
standalones. Foreign multinational subsidiaries in my sample often have a large proportion
of their total assets held in intangible assets, while domestic standalones do not hold the same
proportion of intangible assets. Therefore, for instance, when matching only on fixed assets,
a multinational with large intangible assets that was previously a match for a domestic
standalone, with no intangible assets will now be matched with a much smaller domestic
standalone company. As I show in Habu (2017) smaller domestic standalones tend to report
higher ratios of taxable profits to total assets. This explains why the ratio of taxable profits
to total assets in the control group is much higher when matching on fixed assets. In case of
matching on trading turnover this indicates that domestic standalones, which have similar
trading turnover to foreign multinational subsidiaries, report higher taxable profits to total
assets ratio than domestic standalones with similar total assets.
Further, I explore what happens when I perform baseline matching analysis using the
ratio of trading profits to trading turnover as an outcome variable instead (see the last row
in Table 7).30 The mean ratio of trading profits to trading turnover for foreign multinational
30

Using the ratio of trading profits to trading turnover comes with multiple caveats, which are discussed
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subsidiaries is lower than the ratio of taxable profits to total assets. Since a large proportion
of foreign multinational subsidiaries taxable income comes from sources other than trading
profits, we would expect the size of the difference estimated here to be smaller than the one
for the ratio of taxable profits to total assets. This seems to be the case, as the estimate
of the difference is -7.4 percentage points; i.e. foreign multinational subsidiaries report 45%
lower ratio of trading profits to trading turnover than domestic standalones.

6.2

Consolidated profits

One may be concerned that multinational companies can have multiple subsidiaries in the UK
and can choose to locate all of their taxable profits in one of those subsidiaries and report zero
taxable profits in their remaining affiliates. This is a concern especially since a large number
of foreign multinational subsidiaries in the UK report zero taxable profits. A direct way to
alleviate this concern is to aggregate data on UK groups of companies using information
on who their parent company is. In this section I show the results from this approach. I
add up all the taxable profits of UK subsidiaries belonging to the same multinational parent
and do the same with their total assets. I then divide one over the other to arrive at the
consolidated ratio of taxable profits to total assets for each multinational group. Note that
the issues of double counting of total assets arise, if one company in the group owns another.
Further, since, the ownership data does not have full coverage of all ownership links in the
UK, aggregating companies into groups is likely to introduce a measurement error.
In Table 8 I show that the matching procedure using consolidated data yields larger
estimates of the profit ratio gap. The mean ratio of taxable profits to total assets for
foreign multinational subsidiaries is 10%, while that ratio is 25.2% for domestic standalones.
This means that the size of the gap in taxable profits between the ownership types is 15.2
percentage points, i.e. multinationals underreport their taxable profits by 60%. These larger
estimates are driven by smaller ratios of taxable profits to total assets reported by foreign
multinational subsidiaries. This is to be expected, as these subsidiaries may be owned by
each other and hence I may be double counting their total asset. Since the difference in the
proportion of zero taxable profit reporting companies even on the consolidated basis is very
large, these results show that the baseline estimates are not driven by multiple subsidiaries
of the same company reporting zero taxable profits.
in Habu (2017).
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6.3

Size differences

In this section I consider the heterogeneity of the estimates by size bins. I divide the sample
of foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones into 10 equally-sized size bins
based on the size of thier total assets in the UK. Within each bin, I perform the baseline
propensity score matching. This gives me 20 different ratios of taxable profits to total assets,
10 for foreign multinational subsidiaries in each size bin and 10 for comparable domestic
standalones in each of those size bins.
The results in Table 9 suggest that the size of the profit ratio gap declines as companies
get larger, the only exception being the very smallest companies in size bins 1 and 2. Further,
the ratios of taxable profits to total assets for both ownership categories get smaller as the
company size increases. However, the implied gap in the ratio of taxable profits to total
assets between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones increases initially
as companies get larger up to the median sized company. The largest gap is observed for
companies in the 4th size quantile and is 78.7%. Following that, the implied gap starts
falling and reaches its lowest for the largest companies in size bin 10. These results come
with a caveat. Because the largest multinational companies are excluded from the analysis
the size of the gap across increasing size bins may not be monotonic as one may expect.

6.4

Alternative matching approaches

In this section I explore whether the chosen matching algorithm affects the size of the estimated profit ratio gap. Using more observations as a control group increases the efficiency of
the estimates, but might affect the bias of the coefficient. The replacement feature enables
the same domestic standalone to be used as a comparable company for foreign multinational
subsidiaries multiple of times. This might be important in the right hand side tail of the
distribution where there are not very many large domestic standalones to create a comparable group for foreign multinational subsidiaries. Using matching with replacement does
not substantially change the size of the estimated difference, irrespective of whether I use
1, 3, 5 or 10 nearest neighbours. The mean ratios of taxable profits for both domestic and
multinational companies are smaller, 20% and 10% respectively, which implies that the size
of the difference between them is still 50%.
There are various other algorithms which can be used to obtain matched samples based
on the propensity scores, such as kernel, radius and local linear matching. Radius matching uses all domestic standalone companies with propensity scores within a certain radius
from a given multinational to estimate the size of the difference. Kernel and local linear matching matching use all domestic standalones, but weight the control observations
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inverse-proportionally to the propensity score difference to the multinational company. Kernel matching uses intercept to produce the weights, while local linear matching in addition
to the intercept includes a linear term. Using more observations for matching increases precision, but the more observations you use the less suitable they are as comparisons. This
could lead to large biases. The evidence from Habu (2017) shows that larger multinationals
are not comparable to smaller ones in terms of the ratio of their taxable profits to total
assets. Hence, I use the nearest neighbourhood matching as my preferred strategy, to avoid
large biases and trade off efficiency of the estimates. However, as Table 6 shows using various matching algorithms does not affect the implied size of the profit ratio gap; it remains
persistently around 50-60%.
Table 6: Alternative matching approaches - robustness tests.
sample
nn with replacement
3-nn
5-nn
10-nn
radius
local linear matching
kernel

multinational

domestic

diff

SE

obs

0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103
0.103

0.196
0.206
0.211
0.209
0.300
0.237
0.316

-0.092
-0.103
-0.108
-0.106
-0.197
-0.133
-0.213

0.008
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.017
0.009
0.016

4,213,900
4,213,900
4,213,900
4,213,900
4,213,900
4,213,900
4,213,900

Note: Results from the propensity score matching estimation using unconsolidated data on profits
and assets, 2000 - 2014, selected sample. Matching on total assets and within industry and
year. Each row corresponds to a different matching algorithm. Treated observations are foreign
multinational subsidiaries, control observations are domestic standalones. Obs column is a sum
of total number of observations, which are now not necessarily split evenly between multinational
and domestic firms. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.
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0.022
0.009
0.001
0.001
0.012
0.003
0.000

0.238
0.164
0.256
0.176
0.342
0.235
0.166

-0.156
-0.061
-0.169
-0.082
-0.233
-0.129
-0.074

SE
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.008
0.008
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.007
0.015
0.011
0.018

control diff
0.236
-0.116
0.237
-0.117
0.249
-0.131
0.229
-0.128
0.261
-0.161
0.237
-0.118
0.237
-0.119
0.240
-0.121
0.138
-0.044
0.275
-0.103
0.242
-0.122
0.137
-0.017

84,840
73,822
295,374
243,466
283,196
320,744
320,744

obs
324,736
324,736
324,736
324,736
324,736
324,736
324,724
321,932
28,100
225,830
324,736
268,420

Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimates, various robustness tests. In Panel A of the table I show results from robustness
specifications. In Panel B of the table I show results using alternative size measures instead of total assets in the first stage of PSM. The first row in
panel B refers to matching on employment instead of total assets, the second row to matching on total assets, but using only the sample for which
employment observations are available. The remaining rows perform the same comparison, using fixed assets and trading turnover. Treated observations
are foreign multinational subsidiaries, control observations are domestic standalones. Obs column is a sum of total number of observations, which are
split equally between the two ownership types. Selected sample, 2000 - 2014. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

Table 7: PSM robustness tests.
Robustness checks
sample
variable
treated
1st stage total assets enter as a square
taxable profits/total assets
0.120
1st stage total assets enter as a square & a cube
taxable profits/total assets
0.120
matching on static data in logit model
taxable profits/total assets
0.118
1st stage: 3 digit industry
taxable profits/total assets
0.101
1st stage: 4 digit industry
taxable profits/total assets
0.100
taxable profits less those sheltered by dtr
taxable profits/total assets
0.119
exclude comps with ring fenced profits
taxable profits/total assets
0.118
exclude mining sector
taxable profits/total assets
0.119
exclude companies with positive equity investments taxable profits/total assets
0.094
match of companies which report zero trading loss taxable profits/total assets
0.172
match on capital allowance
taxable profits/total assets
0.120
foreign mutlis vs domestic groups
taxable profits/total assets
0.120
Different size measures (instead of total assets)
match on employment
taxable profits/total assets
0.082
baseline (exmployment sample)
taxable profits/total assets
0.103
match on fixed assets
taxable profits/total assets
0.088
baseline (fx assets sample)
taxable profits/total assets
0.094
match on trading turnover
taxable profits/total assets
0.110
baseline (tr turnover sample)
taxable profits/total assets
0.106
baseline (tr turnover sample)
trading profits/ trading turnover 0.091

Table 8: Propensity Score Matching consolidated profits results.
sample
baseline
baseline
baseline
positive taxable profits

variable

multinational

y
y>0
ztp
y

0.100
0.179
0.449
0.179

domestic

diff

SE

obs

0.252 -0.152 0.002 162,992
0.212 -0.033 0.003 90,668
0.201 0.248 0.002 162,992
0.213 -0.034 0.003 90,668

Note: Results from the propensity score matching estimation using consolidated data on profits and assets,
2000 - 2014, selected sample. Matching on total assets and within industry and year. Baseline sample
estimates unconditional means, positive taxable profits sample estimates means conditional on positive
taxable profits, ztp is zero taxable profits. Treated observations are foreign multinational subsidiaries,
control observations are domestic standalones. Obs column is a sum of total number of observations, which
are split equally between the two ownership types. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.

Table 9: PSM results - by size bins.
size quantile
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

multinational
1.216
0.436
0.288
0.158
0.151
0.136
0.123
0.109
0.088
0.058

domestic

diff

SE

obs

implied gap

1.333 -0.117
1.044 -0.608
0.978 -0.690
0.740 -0.582
0.566 -0.414
0.388 -0.251
0.281 -0.158
0.198 -0.090
0.140 -0.052
0.082 -0.024

0.753
0.145
0.059
0.026
0.015
0.009
0.004
0.003
0.001
0.002

4,788
5,908
6,238
7,842
11,232
17,086
28,690
48,100
87,374
200,520

-8.8%
-58.2%
-70.5%
-78.7%
-73.2%
-64.8%
-56.3%
-45.2%
-37.2%
-29.1%

Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimates. Matching on total assets and within
industry and year. Each row corresponds to one of the 10 different size quantiles, 1 is the smallest, 10
the largest. Matching is performed separately in each size quantile. The outcome variable is taxable
profits/total assets in each row. Obs column is a sum of total number of observations, which are split
equally between the two ownership types. Selected sample, 2000 - 2014. Source: merged HMRC and
FAME data.
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Table 10: Changes in leverage over time.
year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

diff in y
-0.031
-0.042
-0.042
-0.039
-0.048
-0.053
-0.044
-0.056
-0.064
-0.057
-0.062

diff in y (control for leverage)

(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)

-0.016
-0.021
-0.016
-0.024
-0.025
-0.030
-0.038
-0.043
-0.050
-0.040
-0.041

(0.003)
(0.004)
(0.003)
(0.004)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.013)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)

explained var (%)
49%
50%
61%
36%
48%
43%
12%
23%
23%
30%
33%

Note: Results from the Propensity Score Matching estimates showing how the use of leverage
changed over time. Results show the difference in the PSM estimator between foreign multinational subsidiaries and domestic standalones where the outcome variable is the ratio of taxable
profits to total assets. PSM is performed every year separately. The results in column 3 replicate baseline PSM, but on the sample for which the leverage data is available, the results in
column 4 use leverage as additional matching variable to total assets and industry. Standard
errors of the estimated difference are in parenthesis. Obs column is a sum of total number of
observations, which are split equally between the two ownership types. Selected sample, 2004
- 2014. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.
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Figure 4: Distributions of taxable and accounting profits - comparisons over time.
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Note: Distribution of the ratios of taxable profits (including trading losses) from HMRC and profit and
loss before taxes from FAME scaled by total assets, propensity score matched sample with non-missing
accounting profits data, 2000 - 2014. The grey line represents taxable profits, the black line represents
accounting profits. Source: merged HMRC and FAME data.
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